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This document is intended as the definitive source for rules
information, but does not teach players how to play the
game. Players should first read the Learn to Play book in
its entirety and use this Rules Reference as needed while
playing the game.

The majority of this book consists of a glossary, which
provides an alphabetical listing o{ terms and situations that
might be encountered during a game. This section should
be the first destination for p ayers with rules questions.

The three appendices at the end of the book contain deck
customization rules, setup rules, and a card anatomy.

yffiffi ffisLs#.M ffiur#s
lf the text of thrs Rules Reference directly contradicts
the text of the Learn to Play book, the text of the Rules
Reference takes precedence.

lf the text of a card directly contradicts the text of either the
Rules Reference or the Learn to Play book, the text of the
card takes precedence.

Htrffi ##5S# ffi$$&*'
lf players are unable to find the answer to a rules or timing
conflict in this Rules Reference, resolve the con{lict in the
manner that the players perceive as the worst possible
resolution at that moment with regards to winning the
scenario, and continue with the game.

trffi #B/-? 
ptr ru #ffi Y' L$ fi# $rffi r$ I Ns

There is no limit to the number of threat tokens, damage
tokens, status cards, or all-purpose counters that can be in

the game at a given t me.

If players run out of the provided tokens, counters, or status
cards, other tokens, counters, or coins may be used.

tr s gJN g! g3 yffi'ffi llf E' rrrf
The following is an overview of a game round, and the
glossary entries that cover each part of the game round.

t., Player phase begins. See: Player Phase

H. Each p ayer takes a turn. See: Player Turn

3. Player phase ends. See: End of Player Phase

+. Villain phase begins. See: Villain Phase

5" Place threat on main scheme. 5ee: Main Scheme

ffi. Villain and minions activate. See: Activation, Enemy
Attacks, Enemy Schemes

?" Deal encounter cards. See: Deal

g. Reveal and resolve encounter cards. See: Reveal

S" Pass the first player token. See: First Player

iffi, End the round. Proceed to step one of the next game
round.

The fo lowing is an alphabetica list of entries for game
rules, terms, and situations that may occur during play.

&H:tiTY, EAH* AEiLiTY
An ability is special game text that a card contributes to the
game.

* Card abi ities only interact with cards that are in play,
unless the ability specifically refers to an out-of-play
area or element.

+ Card abi ities on hero, a ter-ego, ally, upgrade, and
support cards may only be used if the card is in play,
unless the ability specifically refers to being used
from an out-of-p ay state. Event cards implicitly
interact with the game from an out-of-play area, as

per the rules of the event card type.

e An ability can on y be initiated if its effect could
change the game. Assess this without accounting for
the consequences of the cost payment or interaction
with other abilities.

* When an ability has more than one sentence of text,
the ability is resolved one sentence at a time.

* An ability prefaced by a bold timing trigger fo lowed
by a co on is referred to as a triggered abi ity. An
ability without a bold timing trigger is referred to as a
constant ability.

* The resolution of the following ability types is

mandatory: constant abilitles, when revealed abilities,
when defeated abilities, {orced abi ities, boost
abilities, and keywords. lf one of these ability types
uses the word "may," the part of the ability fol owing
the word "may" is optiona .

€ The resolution of the following ability types is

optionai: action, interrupt, response, resource. The
player who controls the card that has an optional
ability determines whether or not to use that ability at
the appropriate tirne.

See also: Cancel, Constant Ability, Delayed Effects, ln

Play and Out of Play, Initiating Abilities, Lasting Effects,
Oua lifiers, Replacement Ef{ects, Then, Trigoered Abi lity

ACEfiLERATilffiN ICOilI
See: Side Scheme
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AffifrEi.ERATilffiN TCIKEhI
This token increases the amount of threat
placed on the main scheme during step
one of the villain phase.

w lf the encounter deck runs out of
cards, place one acceleration token
on the main scheme.

See also: Empty Encounter Deck, Main Scheme, Vi lain
Ph ase

&flYXV*?t*r*
lf the villain attacks or schemes, it is considered an
activation.

e, During step two of the vil ain phase, the villain
activates once per player. lf the player resolving the
activation is in hero form, the villain attacks. lf the
player resolving the activation is in alter-ego form,
the vil ain schemes.

m Some card abilities can a so cause the villain to attack
or scheme. These are also considered activations.

s Each time the villain activates, give the villain
one boost card from the encounter deck for that
a ct ivatro n.

See also: Boost, Enemy Attacks, Enemy Schemes

&e YE*rs
"Action" is a type of triggered ability. Players are permitted
to trigger action abilities during their turn, or by request
during other players' turns.

5ee also: Ability, Player Turn, Triggered Ability

&{:Tth,€ pa_&Yffiffi

The player taking thelr turn during the player phase is the
active player.

See also: Player Turn

&$:Y trffi
The word "after" refers to a game occurrence that lust
concluded. Many response abilities use the term "after" to
specify the time at which they can be used.

See also: Response

eLfr:- BLi * F*Str e* {J **?s ffi

Ail-purpose counters can be used to track a

variety of different game states and statuses.
They have no inherent rules.

Card abilities can create and define a number of different
counter types, such as "arrow counters" or "web counters."
if a counter is called for, an all-purpose counter is used to
tracl< its presence in the garne.

See also: Keywords (Uses)

AI-LY
Ally is a player card type that represents a player's friends,
supporters, or companions.

lr lf an ally enters play, it remains in play until a card
ability or game effect causes it to leave play. 1f an
ally's remaining hit points are reduced to zero, it is

defeated and discarded from play.

e During a player's turn, they may use any number of
allies they control to attack or thwart. An ally must
exhaust to pay the cost of being used rn this way.

* After an attack or thwart attempt using an ally
resolves, there is often consequential damage that
must be dealt to the ally, as indicated beneath the
ally's ATK or THW field. This damage must be dealt
directly to the ally.

* lf a piayer is attacked, any player may exhaust an ally
they contro to defend against the attack. lf an ally
defends against an attack, all damage from the attacl<
is dealt to the ally.

See also: Ally Limit, Consequential Damage, Hit Points

AL{.Y L*NlT $T'

Each player is permitted to control a maximum of three
allies in play at any given time. This is referred to as the
"al y imit."

&?Fee F"$fl"q tr r4E

Attachment is an encounter card type.

When an attachment enters p ay, it attaches to another card
or game element.

e lf an attachment attaches to the villain, it may modify
the villain's ATK and/or SCH values, as indicated by
the values in the associated fields on the attachment
ca rd.

See also: Attach To

&TTAf,ffi Tffi
1f a card uses the phrase "attach to," it must be attached to
(placed b,eneath and s ightly over apped by) the specified
game element as it enters play.

e Once a card is attached, it remains in play until either
the element it is attached to leaves play (in which
case the attached card is discarded) or an abllity or
game effect causes the attached card to leave play.

c* An attached card exhausts and readies independently
of the game element it is attached to.

s The "attach to" phrase is checked for legality when
the card would be attached to a qame element, but it
is not checked again after it is attached. l{ the initial
"attach to" check does not pass, the card is not able
to be attached, so it remains in its prior state or game
area. lf such a card cannot remain in its prior state or
qarre area, disca.d't.

RULEs REFEHENCE
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Some game effects and card abilities reference an attack.
There are a few different ways an attack can occur:

+ A hero can use their basic attack power to attack an
enemy. A hero must exhaust to use this power. This
deals damage equal to the hero's ATK value to the
enemy.

* An ally can use its basic attack power to attack an
enemy. This deals damage equal to the ally's ATK
vaiue to the enemy.

.* lf a triggered ability is labeled as an attack-such
as "Hero Action (attack)"-resolving that ability is

consldered to attack the specified target. Unless
specified by the ability's text, a hero does not exhaust
when using such an ability.

e Hero and ally attacl<s can target any enerny, un/ess a

card abrlity (such as guard) is preventing that enemy
from being attacked.

s Enemies can attacl< durinq step two of the villain
phase.

'5 Card abilities can cause the villain andlor minions to
attack at other times if the ability explicitly instructs
the villain or minion to "attack."

See also: Eremy Attacks

*es& v&L*r
A defined value before modlfiers are applied. In most cases,
it is also the printed value.

See also: Modifiers, Printed

ffiffiffis€
Each time the villain attacks or schemes,
the villain is given one facedown card from
the encounter deck, as a boost card.

During the activation (and after any
defenders are declared if the villain is

Soosr rcoils

attacking), all boost cards on the villain are turned face up
one at a time. Add the number of boost icons on the card to
the villain's ATK value (if it is attacking) or SCH value (if it is

schemrng) for that activation. Boost icons are located at the
bottom-right of the card.

lf the boost field has a star icon, it indicates that the card
has a b,oost ability. Referto the card's text box and resolve
the boost ability when the card is turned face up. The boost
ability is located beneath the divider line in the text box.

ri A star icon is not itself considered a boost icon, and
does not contribute to the villain's ATK or SCH value.

* Only the abi ity text beneath the divider line is active
on a card that is resolving as a b,oost card.

,;, lf additional boost cards are resolved for an
activation, the boost icons are cumulative, and al
boost abilities on those cards resolve.

tl, After applying a boost card to an activation, discard it.

See also: Enemy Attacks, Enemy Schemes, Star lcon

{-A NIC E [-

Some card abilities can cancel card or game effects.

* Cancel abilities interrupt the initiation of effects and
preveat them {rom in tiating.

* Anytime the effects of an ability are canceled, the
abiiity (apart from its effects) is still regarded as

initiated, and any costs are still paid. Only the effects
are prevented from initiating, and do not resolve.

e* lf the effects of an event card are canceled, the card
is still considered played, and it is discarded.

+ lf the effects of a treachery card are cance ed, the
card is still regarded as revealed, and it is stlll placed
in the encounter discard pile.

See also: Ability

f^ffiN!fl\tftT

The word "cannot" is ab,solute and cannot be
countermanded by other abilities or effects.

r&ffin TvffiFs

The game's card types are: a1ly, attachment, environment,
event, identity (hero and alter-ego), main scheme, minion,
obligation, resource, side scheme, support, treachery,
upgrade, and villain.

e l{ an ability causes a card to change its card type,
it loses all other card types it might possess and
functions as would any card of the new card type.

See also: Appendix lll: Card Anatomy

f,MARAf,Yffiffi
Heroes, alter-egos, allies, villains, and minions are ail
ch a ra cte rs.

fl B-i€-!ftefiLTqUUJL

The word "choose" indicates that a player must make a

choice to resolve an ability.

* The player resolving the ability that uses the word
"choose" is the player who makes the choice
specified by the card.

* While making such a choice, the player must make a

choice that could change the game, if able.

* lf there is no valid choice for resolving the ability, the
ability cannot be initiated.

flffNF[.j5fi, { ffizuFriSEffi
lf an ability "confuses" a character, give that character a

confused status card.

See also: Status Cards

RULEs RTFERETJCE
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After an ally attacks, it tal<es consequential damage equalto
the number of pips beneath its ATK field.

After an ally thwarts, it takes consequential damage equal
to the number of pips beneath its THW fieid.

CffiI\JSTAruT AffifiE-ITY
A constant abi ity is any non keyword ability whose text
contains no bold timing trigger defining its ability type. A
constant abiltty becomes active as soon as its card enters
play and remains active while the card is in play.

s Some constant abilities contrnuously seek a specific
conditron (denoted by words such as "during," "if ,"
or "whi e"). The effects of such abilities are active
anytime the specific condition is met.

s lf multip e instances of the same constant abi rty
are in play, each instance affects the game
indepe ndently.

fi* ildYffi * L

See: Ownership and Control

t-L"} 5 i

A card's resource cost s the numericalvalue that must be
paid to play the card. Some abilities have a cost described
in the ability text that must be paid to use
the ability.

& An arrow icon (-) in ability texi distinguishes a cost
from an effect, in a "pay cost + resolve effect"
fo rm at.

s While paying a cost, a player is permitted to generate
resources beyond the specified cost.

6 Any resources that are generated beyond a required
cost are lost after paying the cost.

@ lf multiple costs for a single card or ability require
payment, those costs must be paid simultaneously.

* An ability's cost cannot be paid if the resolution of
that ability's effect could not change the game state.

m While a player is paying a cost, that player must pay
costs with cards and/or game elements they controi.

w lf a cost requires a garne e ement that is not in
play, the p ayer paying the cost may only use game
elements that are in their own out-of-pJay areas.

5ee also: Abi ity, Initiating Abilities, Keywords

(ffi{,iNTe H

See: All-Purpose Counter

frffir5ts ic*ru
See: Side Scheme

DAMASE
Damage reduces a character's hit points. lf
a character has zero or fewer remaining hit
points, it is defeated.

* Damage on a hero/alter-ego or villain Is tracked on a

hit point dial. lf such a character is damaged, reduce
rts dial by the amount of damage that rt took.

e Damage on an ally or minion is tracked by damage
tokens. lf such a character is damaged, place the
specified value of damage tokens on the character.

See also: Defeat, Hit Points, lndirect Damage, Move, Prevent

MASH
lf a character's power (ATK, THW, REC, etc.) has a dash (-) as
the value, the character cannot exhaust to use that power.

*€AL, S#&L &LJ *ruCmffiruT€R e &ffim
During step three of the vi lain phase, each player is dealt
one facedown encounter card.

lf a card ability instructs a p ayer to be dealt an encounter
card, the player takes the top card of the encounter deck
and places it facedown in front of them. This card is not
revealed at this time. This card is added to the queue of
cards that player resolves during the villain phase.

e lf a player is dealt an encounter card during step
three or four of the vi laln phase, the extra encounter
card is added to the queue of cards that are being
dea t and revealed in those same steps.

See also: Villain Phase

tr € F',€&Y

lf a character has zero or fewer remaining hit points, or if a

side scheme has no threat on it, it is defeated.

* lf a card is defeated, it ls discarded.

5ee also: Hrt Points, Player Elimination, Viliarn Defeat

*gF€r**, ffifrrrr*=g
Some game effects and card abi ities reference defense.
There are a few different ways a defense can occur:

* A hero can use their basic defense power to defend
against an attack. A hero must exhaust to use this
power. The amount of damage dealt by the attack is
reduced by the hero's DEF value, and any remaining
damage is dealt to the defending hero.

e An ally can exhaust to defend against an attack.
Damage from the attack is dealt to the ally.

* 1f a trlggered ability is labeled as a defense-such as
"Hero lnterrupt (defense)"-resolving that ability is

considered a defense. Unless specrfied by the ability's
text, a hero does not exhaust when using such an ability.

* lf a player defends an attack (against another player)
with a card they control, that player becomes the new
ta'get of tne artack.

RULEs REFERENcE
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Mffi&-AYf;O EFFHCYS
Some abilities contain delayed effects. Such abilities specify
a future timing point, or indicate a future condition that may
arise, and dictate an effect that is to happen at that time.

e Delayed effects resolve automatically and
immediately after their specified timing point or
future condition occurs or becomes true, and before
responses to that point or condition may be used.

e When a delayed effect resolves, it is not treated as a

new triggered ability, even if the delayed effect was
original y created by a triggered ability.

*reeEfwnruG e effiffis
lf a player is instructed to draw one or more cards, those
cards are drawn from the top of their deck.

lf a player draws two or more cards as the result of a

single game step or card ability, those cards are drawn
sim u lta neou sly.

Drawn cards are added to a player's hand.

Each player's hand size is checked at the end of the piayer
phase. lf a player has more cards in their hand than their
hand size value at this time, they must choose and discard
cards from hand until they are at their hand size.

f,FrffifiY
5ee: Ability, Cost

f;eflpT"Y €eEe *{J$u?rft *€{K
lf the encounter deck runs out of cards, the encounter
discard pile is immediately shuffled to create a new
encounter deck. An acceleration token is placed next to
the scheme deck. This token places an additional threat on

the main scheme each round, durinq step one of the villain
p ha se.

m lf all cards from the encounter deck are discarded
while an ability is Iooking for a specified card, the
ability faiis to find the card, the deck reshuffles, an

acceleration token is placed, and the game continues.
No cards are discarded from the newly shuffled deck.

See also: Acceleration Token

gr1&PTY FL&Y€ffi *frCK
lf a player deck runs out of cards, the player shuffles their
discard pile to make a new deck. That player immediately
deals themself one card from the encounter deck.

lf the player's draw deck empties and reshuffles while the
player was drawing cards, the player continues to draw
cards up to the specified number. lf this happened while the
player was discarding cards {rom their deck, no cards are
discarded from the newly shuffled deck.

See also: Deal

firum cF p[-AVEH pl{p,sffi

To end the player phase, perform the following stePS:

{" In player order, each player may discard any number of
cards from their hand, and must discard down to their
hand size if they have more cards than their hand size.

X. Each player simultaneously draws up to their hand size.

*, Each player simultaneously readies all of their cards.

ffits*F4Y
An enemy is a minion or villain.

When used as a descriptor, "enemy" refers to game
elements that belong to the scenario: "enemy cards,"
"enemy abilities," etc.

ffirufrrqY &TT&e K$
To resolve an enemy attack, follow these steps:

'Ii. lf a villain is attacking, give it one facedown boost card
from the encounter deck. (lf a minion is attacking, skip
this step.)

,?. lf a player wishes to defend, that player exhausts a hero
or ally as the deiender. lf a player other than the target
player defends, the defending player becomes the
target player for this attack.

3. l{ a villain is attacking, flip each of the villain's boost
cards faceup one at a time, and increase the villain's
ATK value by one for each boost icon on the card.
Resolve any boost effects, indicated by the star icon in
the boost field, after the card is flipped faceup. Discard
each boost card after it is resolved. (lf a minion is

attacking, skip this step.)

d4. Deal damage from the attack equal to the attacking
villain or minion's modified ATK value, based on the
following:

qs lf a hero defends the attack, the amount of damage
dealt is reduced by that hero's DEF value, and the
remaining damage from the attack is dealt to that
hero.

@ lf an ally defends the attack, all damage from the
attack is dealt to the ally. (lf the ally is defeated by the
attack, additional damage does not carry over to the
hero.)

s lf no character defends the attack, the attack is

considered undefended. All damage from the attack
is dealt to the hero that is resolving this activation.

See also: Activation, Boost, Defend, Villain Phase
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ENTMY SCI-XHMIES

lf an enemy is instructed to scheme, follow these steps:

'C. lf a villain is scheming, give it one facedown boost card
from the encounteT deck. (lf a minion is scheming, sl<ip
this step.)

X. lf a viliain is scheming, flip each of the villain's boost
cards faceup one at a time, and increase the villain's
SCH value by one for each boost icon on the card.
Resolve any boost effects, indicated by the star icon ln
the boost field, after the card is flipped faceup. Discard
each boost card after it is resolved. (lf a minion is

scheming, skip this step.)

S, Place threat on the main scheme equalto the scheming
villain or minion's modified SCH value.

See also: Activation, Boost, Villain Phase

fiTSfiAfiED
lf a minion enters play, it engages a player, and is placed in
front of that player's play area.

Unless otherwise specified by the minion or by the effect
that put the minion into play, the minion engages the player
who is resolving the current encounter card.

s An engaged minion remains engaged with the same
player until it is de{eated, removed from play, or a

card ability causes it to engage another player.

frruYfrRs FL&Y
The phrase "enters play" refers to any time when a card
transitions from an out-of-play area into play. Playing a card,
putting a card into play by using a card abllity, or revealing
a card from the encounter deck are all different means by
which a card may enter p ay.

5ee also: Play, Put Into Play, Reveal

HNVIRONM€hIT
Environment is an encounter card type that creates an
overarching rule or set of rules for the scenario.

An environment card enters play next to the villain, and is
active so long as it remains in play.

& lf an environment enters piay, it remains in play until a

card ability or game effect causes it to leave play.

gWENY

Event is a player card type that is generally played for an
instantaneous effect.

Each time a piayer plays an event card, its costs are paid,
its effects resolve (or are canceled), and the card is placed
in its owner's discard pile after those effects resolve (or are
ca n ce led).

o lf the effects of an event are canceled, the card is still
considered to have been played, and its costs remain
paid. Only the effects are canceled.

* Piaying an event card from hand is always optional for
a player, unless the event uses the word "must" in its
play instructions.

€ An event card cannot be played unless the resolution
of its effect (ignoring costs) could change the game.

rH L{&USTffi*
lf a card is exhausted, it is rotated 90 degrees.

* An exhausted card cannot be exhausted again until it
is ready. Cards are typically readied by a game step
or card ability.

* A card ability on an exhausted card is active and
can still interact with the game state. However, if an
exhausted card must exhaust to pay the cost of using
its ability, that ability cannot be used until the card
is ready.

See also: Ready

ilfisr pL&YHft
A first player is determined by the players at the beginning
of the game.

The first player token is used to indicate which player is

the first player. At the end of the round (during step five of
the villain phase) the first player token passes to the next
clockwise player, who becomes first player for the next
round.

lf the first player is eliminated, the first player token
immediately passes clockwise to the next player.

The players as a group are encouraged to work together,
but the first player decides the following:

s lf an encounter card targets a specific player or card,
and there are multiple eligible targets, the first player
selects among the eligible options.

E lf two or more effects would resolve simu taneously,
the first player decides the order in which to resolve
th em.

The first player has timing priority in the following situations:

e The first player has the first opportunity to use
an interrupt at each appropriate game moment.
lnterrupt opportunities then proceed among the
remaining players in player order.

e The first player has the first opportunity to use
a response at each appropriate game moment.
Response opportunities then proceed among the
remaining players in player order.

5ee also: ln Player Order

=1, 
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FO MCHD
Forced is a bold trigger word. lf the word "Forced"
precedes a triggered ability, the ability's initiation rs

mandatory.

s For any given triggering condition, forced interrupts
take priority and initiate before non-forced interrupts,
and forced responses take priority and initiate before
non-forced responses.

s lf two oT more forced abilities would initiate at the
sarne moment, the first player determines the order in

which the abilities initiate, regardless of who controls
the cards bearing those abilitles.

* Each forced ability must resolve as completely
as possible before the next forced ability being
triggered by the same triggering condition may
in itiate.

See also: Triggered Ability

FSTqTW, f HANfiE FORM
A player can be in either hero or alter-ego form at a g ven

time. This is indicated by the player's identity card.

e Once each round, during their turn, each player is

permitted to change form by flipping their identity
ca rd,

s When a player changes form, only the form changes.
The character retains their sustained damage, status
cards, lasting effects, attachments, tokens, and
current state (ready or exhausted).

e lf a card ability causes a player to change forms,
it does not count against the one vo untary form
change the player is permitted durng their turn that
round.

w While a p ayer is in hero form, card abilities that
interact with their alter-ego do not interact with
their identlty.

E Whi e a p ayer is in alter-ego form, card abilities
that interact wrth their hero do not interact with
their identity.

See also: ldentity

FffiI€NMtY
Friendly is a b anket term that refers to cards the players
contro l.

s&*r,J5
lf a card gains a characteristic (such as a trait, keyword, or
ability text), the card functions as if it possesses the gained
characteristrc. Gained characteristics are not considered to
be printed on the card.

0ffi&{ffiffiATE
See: Resource

fi ETS
lf a card ability causes a character to "get" a statistic (such

as +"1 ATK or 4 hit points), the abi ity modifies the character's
statistic while it is active.

s lf such an ability expires or otherwise becomes
inactive, the modified statistic reverts io the value it
would have without the modifier.

* lf such an ability causes a character to get hit points,
it modifies the character's remaining hit points
while the ability remains active, and also modifies
the character's maximum hit points while the ability
remains active.

suAa*
See: Keywords

HAND SIZE
Each player checks their hand size at the end of the player
phase, either discarding down to or drawing up to the
number of cards indicated by their hand size value.

See also: End of Player Phase

FIAZAED ICSN
See: Side Scheme

*"trAg_

lf an ability heals a character, damage the character has

sustained can be removed from the character.

* A heal effect can only bring a character to its
maximum hit points, unless the e{fect explictly states
it can bring the character above its maximum.

See also: Gets, Hit Points

hI IT PO INTS
Each character (hero/alter-ego, ally, minion, and villain) has

a hit point value. Hit points represent the durability of that
character.

s lf a hero/alter-ego or villain is damaged, apply the
damage by reducing its hit point dial by the specified
amou nt.

* lf a p ayer's hit point dlal is reduced to zero, that
player has been defeated and is eliminated from the
game. (See Player Elimination.)

e If a villain's hit point dial is reduced to zero, that stage
of the villain has been defeated. (See Villain Defeat.)

e lf a minion or ally is damaged, track the damage by
placing damage tokens on the card. Damage tokens
on a card reduce the card's remaining hit points by
the total value of the tokens. An ally or minion with
zero or fewer remaining hit points is defeated and
placed in the appropriate discard pile. (See Defeat.)

5ee also: Damage, Gets, Heal, Maximum Hit Points,
Remaining Hit Points, Sustained Damage
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ldentity is a player card type that represents which character
a player is playing in the game.

A player's identity card is a doub e-sided card that
represents their hero on one side and their alter-ego on the
other. The side that is face up indicates the form (hero or
alter-ego) that player is currently in.

e Each player begins the game in alter ego form.

* lf a card refers to a hero or alter-ego by title, it refers
only to the identity with that title, and not to the
other side of the card.

See also: Form

$il{ P{.AY Afidffi ffiTJT OT PLAY
Non-event cards that have been played or put into play are
"in play" untii a card ability or other game effect removes
them from play. The top card of the villain deck and the top
card of the main scheme deck are a so in play.

Cards in a player's hand, deck, and discard pile, as wel as
cards in the encounter deck, encounter discard pile, and
unrevealed cards in the villain deck and the main scheme
deck are out of play. Any cards that have been removed
{rom the game or that have been set aside are also out of
p lay

s A card enters play when it moves from an out-of-play
area to a play area.

* A card leaves piay when it moves from a play area to
an out-of-play area.

w Card abilities only interact with, and can only
target, cards that are in p ay, un ess the ability text
specifically refers to an out-of-play area.

* Card abilities on all card types except event cards
and treachery cards can only be initiated or affect the
game while they are in play unless they specifically
refer to being used from an out-of-play area.

s Event cards and treachery cards implicitly resolve
from an oLrt-of-play area, by virtue of the rules
pertaining to those card types.

See also: Enters Play, Play, Play Restrictions and
Permissions, Put Into Play

XT,J PLAYEH &ffi#frR
lf players are instructed to perform a sequence "in player
order," the first player performs their part of the sequence
first, followed by the other p ayers in clockwise order.

m lf a sequence performed in player order does not
conclude after each player has performed their part
of the sequence once, the sequence of opportunlties
continues in a clockwise rnanner until it is complete.

@ The phrase "next piayer" always refers to the next
(clockwise) player in piayer order.

See also: First Player

IruDIR€CT #AMAGE
Some card abilities may deal "indirect damage."

lndirect damage dealt to a player or group of players must
be split among all characters that the specified player(s)
control(s). While assigning indirect damage, a character
cannot be assigned more indirect damage than would cause
it to be de{eated.

N N,! ITIATI $\{ fi AB I LITI fi $,
pLAY!ruffi *eR*S
When a player wishes to p ay a card or initiate a triggered
ability, that player first declares their intent. Then, the player
checks the following conditions in order:

T, Check play restrictions: can the card be played, or the
ability initiated, at this time? (This includes verifying
that the resolution of the effect could change the
game.)

3. Determine the cost (or costs) to play the card or initiate
the ability, taking modifiers into account.

lf both conditions are met, follow these steps in order:

3. Apply any modlfiers to the cost(s).

&. Pay the cost(s). lf this step is reached and the cost(s)
cannot be paid, abort this process without paying any
costs.

S. Make all "choose" decisions requ red to resolve the
ca rd.

S. The card commences being played, or the effects of
Lte ability aIler"pt to inrt ate.

?" The card is played or the ability (if not cance ed in step
six) resolves. The card enters play or, if it is an event
card, its effects resolve and it is then p aced in its
owr^er's discard p e.

e 1f any of the above steps wou d make the trrggering
condition of an interrupt ability true, that ability may
be initiated just before that triggering condition
becomes true.

* lf any of the above steps would make the triggering
condition of a response ability true, that ability
may be initiated immediately after that triggering
condition becomes true.

e lf the ability being initiated is on a card that is in play,
the sequence does not stop from completing if that
card leaves play during thrs sequence unless the card
leaving play prevents a required cost from being
pa id.

5ee also: Ability, Cost, Play Restrictions and Perm ssions

RULES REFERENcE
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An interrupt ability is a type of triggered ability, indlcated
by the bold "lnterrupt" timing trigger. lnterrupt abiiities
may be executed anytime the speciiied triggering condition
occurs, as described in the interrupt's ability text. The
interrupt ability interrupts the resolution of the specified
triggering condition, and resolves immediately before that
triggering condition resolves.

e Multiple interrupts may be triggered by the same
triggering condition.

* An interrupt ability is executed when its triggering
condition becomes imminent, but before that
triggering condition resolves. Opportunities to
interrupt occur in player order until all players have
passed consecutively.

e Once al players have consecutively passed on the
opporLLr^ ty to interrupt ar- imn'inent t'iggering
condition, further lnterrupts to that specific triggering
condition cannot be used.

o lf an interrupt changes (via a replacement effect) or
cancels an imminent triggering condition, further
interrupts to the original triggering condition cannot
be triggered.

See also: Cancel, Replacement Effects, Triggered Ability

Kf;VWf ***=
A keyword is an attribute that conveys specific rules to its
card. The fol owing keywords are used in the game:

Guard - While any minions with this keyword are engaged
with a player, that player cannot attack villains without this
keyword.

Overkill - lf an ally is used to defend against an attack
with overkill, any excess damage from the attack (damage
beyond the ally's remaining hit points) is dealt to the hero of
the player controlling the ally, if ab e.

lf an attack with overl<ill defeats a minion, excess damage
from the attack (damage beyond the minion's remaining hit
points) is dealt to the viliain.

Peril - While a player is resolving a card with this keyword,
that player cannot consult other players, and other players
cannot play cards or trigger abilities.

Ouickstrike - After this enemy engages a player, it
immediately attacks that player if they are in hero form.

Restricted - A player cannot control more than two
restricted cards in play at a given time. lf a piayer ever
controls more than two restricted cards in play, they must
immediateiy choose and discard from play restricted cards
they control until they have only two.

Retaliate X - After this character is attacked, deal X
damage to the attacker. The character must survive the
attack to deal thls damage. (X is the value next to the
retaliate keyword.)

Surge - After an encounter card with this keyword is

revealed, the player resolving the card reveals an additional
encounter card. Complete the process of resolving the
original card before revealing the additional card.

Toughness - When this character enters play, place a

tough status card on it.

Uses (X "type") - When a card with this keyword enters
play, place X all-purpose counters from the token poo on
the card. The word following the value establishes and
identifies the type of uses the card holds.

Each card with this keyword also has an abiiity that
references the type of use established by the keyword
as part of the cost. When such an ability spends a use, a
counter of that type must be removed from the card.

After a card with uses spends its final use (and the effect
resolves), dlscard the card.

[-ASTING EFFHCTS
Some card abilities create effects or conditions that affect
the game for a specified duration (such as "untilthe end of
the phase" or "until the end ofthis attack"). Such effects are
l<nown as lasting effects.

For the specified duration o{ a asting effect, treat the effect
as if it was a constant ability.

@ A lasting effect persists beyond the resolution of the
ability that created rt, for the duration specified by
the effect. The effect continues to affect the qame for
the specified duration whether or not the card that
created the lasting effect is in play.

e lf a card enters play (or changes status to meet the
criteria of a specified set of affected cards) after the
creation of a lasting eifect, it is still affected by that
lasting effect.

# A lasting effect expires as soon as the timing point
specified by its duration is reached. This means that
an "until the end of the round" lasting effect expires
just before an "at the end of the round" ability or
delayed effect may initiate.

@ A lasting effect that expires at the end of a specified
time period can only be initiated during that time
period.

E !NJITY
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"Limit X per lperiodl" is a limit that appears on some player
cards. These limits are card-specific. Each copy of an ability
with such a limit may be used X times per the specified
period, per instance of that ability.

* lf an effect with a limit is canceled, the card is

still considered to have been played or the ability
initiated, and it counts toward the limit.

lUIP,IN SCHHMH
Main scheme is an encounter card type. The main scheme
represents the villain's primary objective.
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lf the amount of threat on a main scheme is equai to or
greater than its target threat value, the scheme deck
advances. Remove the scheme from the game, and advance
to the next stage of the main scheme deck.

lf the villain completes the final stage of the main
scheme deck, the villain wins the game.

,* Durlng step one of the villain phase, place the amount
of threat indicated in the main scheme's acceleration
field (b,ottom-right corner) on that scheme. This value
is modified by all active acceleration tokens and icons.

e When the main scheme deck advances, excess threat
from the previous stage does not carry over to the
new stage.

e When the main scheme deck advances, acceleration
tokens on it carry over to the new stage.

rulFtX
"Max X per Iperiod]" imposes a maximum across a I copies
of a card (by title) for all players. Generally, this phrase
imposes a maximum number of times that copies of that
card can be played during the designated time period.

lf a maximum appears as part of an ability, it imposes a

maximum number of times that the abi ity can be initiated
from all copies (b,y title) of cards bearing that ability
(including itself) during the designated period.

s lf an effect with a maximum is canceled, the card is

still counted toward the maximum.

"Max X per deck" is restricts the number of copies of that
card that may be included in each player deck.

"Max'1 per player" is player speclfic, and restricts the
number of copies of that card that each player may control
in play at a given time.

See also: Appendlx l: Deck Customization

[wA]([trw u $irn $d ilT p0 I NTs
A character's maximum hit points is their base hit points
plus or minus al "gets" hit point modifiers that are act ve on
that character.

See also: Base Value, Gets, Hit Points

ft4&Y
The word "may" indicates that a specified player has
the option to resolve the text that follows. lf no player is

specified, the option is granted to the controller of the card
with the ability in question.

8W th* i* tu

Minion is an encounter card type. Minions represent
supporters of the villain and/or enemies of the heroes.

lf a minion enters p ay, it engages the p ayer who is

revealing the card from the encounter deck or resolving
the abillty that put the minion into p ay, unless an ability
specifies otherwise.

e lf a minion enters play, it remains in play until a card
ability or game effect causes it to leave play.

m lf a minion has zero or fewer remaining hit points, it is

defeated and discarded.

e Minions engaged with a player activate (one minion
at a time) during step two of the villain phase, after
the villain activates. lf the engaged player is in hero
form, these minions attack. lf the engaged player is in
alter-ego {orm, these minions scheme.

See also: Engaged

&4** tFggffi s
The game constantly checks and (if necessary) updates the
count of any variable quantity that is being modified.

Anytime a new modifier is applied or removed, the entire
quantity is recalculated from the start, considering the
unmodified base value and all active modifrers.

m The calculation of a value treats all modifiers as being
applied simultaneously. However, while performing
the calculation, alladditive and subtractive modifiers
are calculated before doubling and/or halving
modifiers are caiculated.

* lf a value is "set" to a specific number, the set
modifier overrides all non-set modifiers. lf multiple
set modifiers are in conflict, the most recently
resolved set modifier takes precedence.

+ After all active modifiers have been taken into
account, i{ a value is below zero, it ls treated as zero:
a card cannot have "negative" icons, attributes, traits,
cost, or keywords.

* Fractional values are rounded up after a I modifiers
have been applied.

See also: Base Value, Printed

$\4 fiVE
Some abilities allow players to move game e ements, such

as cards, damage, or threat.

* When an element moves, it cannot move to its same
(curent) placement.

* lf there is no valid source or destination for a move,
the move cannot be made.

e lt is possible for damage to move between dials and
cards (and vlce versa).

* lf damage is moved from a dia to a card, increase the
hit points tracked by the dial by the specified amount
(no higher than the card's maximum hit points), and
place the same amount of damage on the card.

* lf damage is moved from a card to a dial, remove
damage from the card and reduce the dial by the
same amount.
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Each hero in the game comes with an associated nemes s

set. During each scenario, this set might be put into play.

At the start of the game, each player sets aside the cards
from their associated nemesis set, out of play. Cards drawn
from the encounter deck may instruct the p ayer on how to
bring their nemesis set into play.

See also: Keywords
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Obligation is an encounter card type that represents a

commitment or obstacle that an identities alter-ego might
have to face or overcome.

Each hero is associated with one (or more) obligation
cards. lf a hero is being played, all of that hero's associated
obligation cards are shuffled into the encounter deck dur ng
setu p.

l{ an ob igat on card is revea ed from the encounter deck, it
is given to the player who controls its associated hero. That
player must decide how to resolve the ob igation.

a-! lf the hero associated with a revealed obligation card
has been e iminated, ignore the card's ability, remove
it from the game, and revea an additiona encounter
ca rd.

€ lf a revealed obligation card does not have an
associated hero, the player who revealed the card
chooses how to resolve the ob igation.

LJUtsFTK'LL

5ee: Keywords
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A card's owner is the p ayer whose deck contained the card
at the start of the game. The scenario is considered to be
the owner of the encounter deck and each encounter card.

s Cards enter play under their owner's controi.
Encounter cards are considered to be under the
conrrol of the scenario.

e Control of a card remains constant uniess an ab,i ity
explicitly causes the card to change control.

* A player controls the cards in their own out-of-play
areas (such as the hand, the deck, and the discard
pile).

* lf a card that has changed control eaves play, after
the resolution of the qame occurrence that makes lt
leave play, the card is physicaily placed in its owner's
equivalent out-of-play area (hand, deck, or discard
pile) Other card abilities cannot interact with this
secondary physical placement.

e lf a character changes contro while it is in play, it
remains in the same state (i.e., readied or exhausted,
damaged or not, etc.) and is moved to its new
controiler's play area.

e Upgrades or attachments on a card that changes
control also change control to the same new
contro ler.

& Un ess a duration is specified, a contro change
persists as long as the card remains in play.

$]frH pLAVEffi(ei
The I icon next to a value multiplies that value by the
number of players who started the scenario.

* lf a player is eliminated, this value does not change.

PfiEE L
See: Keywords

F[*AY, PUT iNdTO PLAY
Playing a card involves paying the card's cost and placing
the card in the play area. This causes the card to enter play
(or, in the case of an event card, to resolve its ability and be
placed in the discard piie). Cards are played from a player's
hand.

Some abi ities cause cards to b,e put into p1ay. This bypasses
the need to pay the card's cost as well as any restrictions or
prohibitions regarding playrng that card. A card that is put
into play enters play in its controller's play area.

e When an event card is played, place it on the table,
resolve its ability, and place the card in lts owner's
discard pile.

@ A card that is put into play is not considered to have
been played.

* When a card is put into p ay, its resource cost is

ig n o red.

c Unless otherwise instructed by the "put into play"
effect, cards that are put into play must do so in a

play area or state that matches the rules of playing
the card.

See also: Enters Play, ln Play and Out of Play, Play
Restrictions and Permissions

pe_AV Rf sTffi$e T!*N5 eruffi
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Many cards and abilities contain specific instructrons
pertaining to when or how they may or may not be used,
or to specific conditions that must be true in order to use
them.

e ln order to use an ability or play a card, all of its play
restrictions must be observed.

6 A permission is an optional play restriction, which
a lows a player to play a card or Lrse an ability outside
the timing or specifications provided by the game
rules. For example, a permission might allow an ally
card to be played from a player's discard pile.

,:.,-'-- :t ::. y: i, i ,, i,.'.-,',., ;-- .,
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A player is eliminated from the game if their hero/alter ego
is defeated. This usual y occurs when the character's
remaining h t points are reduced to zero.

*r When a player is eliminated, that player's hand, a lof
the cards they contro , and their deck are placed in

their owners' discard prles. Encounter cards dealt to the
player are discarded. Any enemies engaged with that
player engage the next clockwise player, retaining any

damage, counters, and status cards on them.

* When a player rs eliminated, the remaining players
continue to play the game. Eliminated players are

considered to win or lose along with the rest of the
group, depending on how they finish.

e lf a player ls eliminated partway through the
resolution of an ability, resolve the entire abilrty.

w lf all p ayers are eliminated, the game ends and the
players ose.

F}L&VfiR F$.{ASH

During the p ayer phase, each player (in player order) takes
one turn.

After each player has taken a turn, the players discard
down or draw up to their hand srze and ready a I cards they
contro l.

5ee also: End of Player Phase, In Player Order, P ayer Turn

pE-&Y=ffi T*ffir*
During their turn, a player may perform the following
options, in any order. Each option (except "change form")
may be performed as many times as the player is abLe, so
long as they are able to pay the required costs.

@ Change form from hero to alter-ego, or from alter-
ego to hero. This option may only be performed
once each turn.

e Play an ally, upgrade, or support card from their
hand.

s Use their alter-ego's basic recovery (if in alter-ego
form) or their hero's basic attack or thwart power (if in
hero form).

s Use an ally card they control in p ay to attack an
enemy or thwart a scheme.

s Trigger an "Action" card ability on a card in play they
control, on an encounter card in play, or by playing
an event card with such a timing trigger from their
hand. lf the action ability is preceded by "Hero" or
"Alter-Ego," the player must be in the specified form
in order to trigger the ability.

m Ask another player to trigger an "Action" ability on
a card in play they contro or on an event card they
might have in hand. The other player then decides
whether or not to trigger the ability. (Another player
may offer to use an action during the active player's
turn, as well.)

Pffi EVHruT
Some card abi ities prevent damage or threat.

e When damage is prevented, reduce the amount of
damage being dealt before it is applied to the target.

s When threat is prevented, reduce the amount of
threat being assigned before it is placed on the
scheme.

p* rrsTfrm
The word "printed" refers to the text, characteristic, or value

that is physically printed on the card.

See also: Base Value, Modifiers

Q UAA_rfr8frffi5

if ability text inc udes a qua ifier followed by multiple terms,
the qualifier applies to each item in the ist, if applicable.
For example, tn the phrase "each ready character and
attachment" the word "ready" applies to both "character"

and "attachment."

G 
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5ee: Keywords

*re*Y
Cards enter play in a ready state, positioned so that their
controller can read their text from left to right.

e lf a player is instructed to ready an exhausted card,
the card is returned to its ready state.

See also: Enters Play, Exhausted

ffigefivffiffi
Recover is a basic power a player can use in alter-ego form.
To recover, the player exhausts their a ter-ego and heals a

number of hit points equalto their REC value.

See also: Heal

RSR/IAt !\t[rufi !"{ tT p#& &{T5

When damage is dealt to a character, it reduces the
character's remaining hit points.

A hero or villain's remainrng hit points are the value on

the dial.

lf a card re{erences an ally's or minion's "remaining hit
points," subtract the amount of damage on the card from
the card's maximum hit points to determine how many hit
poi^ts tne card l'as rema'n ng.

lf a card has zero (or fewer) remaining hit points, the card is

d efeated.

See also: Damage, Defeat, Gets, Hit Points, Modifiers,
Player Elimination, Sustained Damage, Villain Defeat
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A card that has been removed from the game is set aside
and does not interact with the game in any manner for the
duration of its removal. lf there is no specified duration, a

card that has been removed from the game is considered
removed until the end of the game.

e "Removed from the game" is an out-of-play state.

See also: in Play and Out of Play

Eq€ FLeefr 6v1 fi ruY €Frfr ers
A replacement effect is an effect that replaces the handling
of one resolution with a different means of handling that
resolution. Most replacement effects are response ab,ilities
in the format of "when ltriggering conditionl would happen,
do [replacement effect] instead." After all responses to the
originaltriggering condition have resolved and it is time
to resolve the triggering condition itself, the replacement
effect resolves instead.

* lf multiple replacement effects are initiated against
the same triggering condition, the most recent
replacement effect is the one that is used for the
resolution of the triggering condition.

ffiffnr!ft#P
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Resources are used to pay the cost to play cards and to pay
certain ability costs.

€ A player can generate resources to pay a cost by
discarding cards from their hand to generate the
resource oT resouTCes indicated at the bottom-left
corner of the card, or by using card abilities that
gene'ate resoL.ces.

* There are three types of Tesources in the game:
energy, mental, and physical. Wild resources can be
used as any of these types.

6' To pay the cost of playing a card, a number of
resources equal to (or greater than) the card's cost
must be generated. For most cards, any type (or mix
of types) of resources can be used to pay thrs cost.

+s lf an ability has a resource cost, a number of
resources equal to or greater than this cost must be
generated. Many abilities require specific resource
types, and the specified types in the specified
quantit;es must be generated in order to pay the cost
of the ability.

6 Excess resources generated toward any cost are lost,
and do not carry over to future costs.

See also: Cost, Wild Resource

ffi€SOURCH &tsILITY
A resource ability is a type of triggered ability, indicated by
the bold "Resource" trming tr gge'.

s A resource ability can be triggered anytime the player
who controls the ability is generating resources to
pay a cost.

RESM["!RCE CARt}5
Resource cards are a player card type. Their primary

3:::n: 
to be discarded from a player's hand to senerate

These cards generally provide more (or more efficient)
resources than other card types when they are discarded
from a player's hand to generate resources.

* Some resource cards have card text that is active
while using the card to generate resources.

R€5p# p*5 r
A response ability is a type of triggered ability, indicated by
the bold "Response" timing trigger. Response abilities may
be executed after the specified triggering condition occurs,
as described in the response's ability text.

e Multiple responses may be executed {rom the same
triggering condition.

e A response opportunity occurs immediately
after its triggering condition has been resolved.
Opportunities to respond occur in player order until
all players have passed consecutively.

s Once the opportunity to respond to a triggering
condition has been passed consecutively by all
players, further responses to that specific triggering
condition cannot be used.

HL>NHEL!tr8.J
5ee: Keywords

RETALIATE
See: Keywords

R EVHAI-
During step four of the villain phase, each player (in player
order) reveals and resolves allfacedown encounter cards
that have been dealt to them, one card at a time.

To reveal an encounter card, a player flips the card faceup
and resolves the card, including any keywords and "When
Revealed" effects. Resolve revealed encounter cards based
on their card type, as follows. lf the revealed card is:

€ an attachment, it enters play attached to the element
spec f'ed by its text.

* a minion, it enters play engaged with the player
revealing the card.

* a treachery, its effects resolve and it is discarded.

* an environment, it enters play next to the villain.

* a side scheme, it enters play next to the main scheme.

s an obligation, it is given to the player specified by
the card, and that player resolves its text.

lf a player is instructed by card text to reveal an encounter
card from the encounter deck or any other game area, this
same resolution procedure applies.

=,j,-i! 
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See: Empty Encounter Deck, Empty Player Deck

5eh{frMfi
See: Enemy Schemes, Main Scheme, Side Scheme

SEAMCH
When a player is instructed to search for a card, the player is

permitted to look at each of the cards in the searched area.

lf the player finds a card that satisfies the criteria of the
search, the player adds that card to the game area indicated
by the instructions on the search effect.

# lf a player finds multiple cards that satis{y the criteria
of a search, the player chooses among those options.

* Cards being searched are not considered to leave the
searched area.

e Upon completion of any ability that searches an entire
deck, shuffle the deck.

Sfr E-T- H€TER gPdTI&L A*ILIY5 fi 5

Self-referential abilities refer only to the card on which the

abillty is located, and not to other copies of that card.

5H"n"{.j p

See: Appendix ll: Setup

S*MM SCHEME
Side scheme is an encounter card type that represents
additional obstacles and distractions the heroes are

confronted with.

lf a side scheme is revealed, it enters play and is placed next
to the main scheme deck.

e Each side scheme enters play with an amount of
threat on rt equal to the card's starting threat value
(indicated at the bottom of the card).

e A side scheme remains in play until there is no threat
on it (which causes it to be defeated and discarded),
or until a card abi ity removes it from play. (Threat can

be removed f rom side schemes by using the thwart
power of heroes and allies, or by using card abtlities.)

The following icons indicate different effects that a side

For each side scheme with
the hazard icon, an additional
encoLrnter card is dealt dur'ng
step three of the villain phase.
Additional cards are dealt in
player order (first additional card
to the first player, the second to
the second player, etc.).

IIAZARO
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lf two or more effects with the same bold timing trigger
would resolve simultaneously, the first player determines the

order in which the effects resolve.

SPECIAK
A special ability is a type of triggered ability, indicated by

the bold "5pecial" timing trigger. Special abilities may only

be executed through the explicit instruction of another card

ability.

See also: Triggered Ability

sY&R Ee*ru
The star icon is used next to encounter
card ATK and SCH values, and in the
boost area to indicate that there is an

associated ability in the text box that
resolves each time that card uses its ATK,

SCH, or boost.

* lf the icon is located next to an enemy's ATK, it
indicates that the enemy has an interruPt or resPonse

ability in its text box that initiates each time that
enemy attacks.

s lf the icon is located next to an enemy's SCH, it

indicates that the enemy has an interruPt or resPonse

ability in its text box that initiates each time that
enemy schemes.

# lf the icon is located in the next to the +ATK or
+SCH value o{ an attachment, it indicates that the
attachment has an interrupt or resPonse ability in its

text box that initiates each time the enemy activates
and attacks or schemes using the modified value.

s li the icon is located in an encounter card's boost
area, it indicates that the card has a boost ability in its
text box that initiates each time the card is discarded
as a boost card.

scheme might have on the game:

lf a side scherre has the c"rsis

icon, that side scheme must
be discarded before threat
can be removed from the
main scheme.

For each side scheme with
the acceleration icon, one
additionalthreat is placed on

the main scheme during step
one of the villain phase.

r!r
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s-r.eTei5 eemms
Status card represent di{ferent states a character may find
themselves in during the game.

The fol owing status cards are used in the game. When a

character is given a status card, take a status card o{the
speclfied type from the poo and place it on that character.

4t A character cannot have more than one status card of
each type at a time.

€ Status card abilities have timing priority over all
conflicting card abilities.

The three status card types are:

Confused - lf a confused hero or alLy attempts to thwart
or use a thwart ability, discard the confused card instead.
Costs assocrated with the thwart attempt, including
exhausting the character, must sti I be paid.

lf a confused vilain or minion would scheme, discard the
con{used status card instead.

Stunned - lf a stunned hero or ally attempts to attack
oT use an attack ability, discard the stunned card instead.
Costs associated with the attack attempt, including
exhausting the character, must still be paid.

l{ a stunned vi lain or minion would attack, discard the
stunned status card instead.

Tough - lf a character with a tough status card wou d take
any amount of damage, prevent al of that damage and
discard the tough status card instead.

=EU 
T€

lf an ability "stuns" a character, give that character a

stunned status card.

See also: Status Cards

S N ffiT$Tt E

Some ally cards have a subtit e beneath the title. A subtit e
represents an alternate identity a character sometimes uses.

See also: Unique

5U p93ffiR?

Support is a player card type that represent ocations,
back ine supporters or friends, and other behind-the-scenes
elements a hero or a ter-ego might have at their disposal.

* Support cards enter play in the back row of a player's
play area.

e A support card is active while it is in play, and it
remains in play until a card ability causes it to leave

Play

s*"* ru{:ffi

See: Keywords

SUSTAlNffiffi ffiAMAGe; ffiAMAGE
ST"!STAIN ffiM

Sustained damage refers to the difference between a

character's maximum hit points and remaining hit points.

4* To calculate sustained damage for a hero or villain
(usrng a hit point dial), start with the character's
maximum hit points (as indicated by its printed value
modi{ied by any card abilities or game effects), and
subtract their remaining hit points (as indicated by
the dial).

s Sustained damage on an ally or minion is equal to the
total value of all damage tokens on the card.

5ee also: Remaining Hit Points

T'&*LC T&LK
Players are permitted and encouraged to talk to one
another during play, and to work as a team to plan and
execute the best course o{ action. Players can discuss
anything they would like, inc uding cards in play and cards
in their hand. Players are not obligated to disclose the cards
in their hand if they do not wish to do so.

* While resolving an encounter card with the peril
keyword, players are not permitted to consult with
one another.

Y&q*=Y ?ffiffi€,&T
Target threat is the amount of threat required for the main
scheme deck to advance. t rs located in the upper left
corner of the card, before the trtle.

See also: Main Scheme

YHEru
lf the effect text of an ability includes the word "then,"
the text preceding the word "then" must be fully true or
resolved before the remainder of the effect described after
the word "then" can be resolved.

m lf the pre-"then" text of an effect fully resolves,
the post-"then" text of the effect must also
attempt to resolve.

* lf the pre-"then" text of an effect does not fully
resolve, the post-"then" text does not attempt to
-^__t.._IE5UIVC,

i ffiHeFt I

Threat tokens are used to track the amount
of threat on scheme cards.

See also: Enemy Schemes, Main Scheme,
Side Scheme, Prevent, Thwart

;:. t: : L. r: a :.. ..-a:



TFIWART
Some game effects and card abilities reference a thwart
attempt. There are a few drfferent ways this can occur:

w A hero can use their basrc thwart power to thwart a

scheme. A hero must exhaust to use this power. This
removes threat equal to the hero's THW vaJue from
the scheme.

* An ally can use lts basrc thwart power to thwart a

scheme. This removes threat equal to the ally's THW
value {rom the scheme.

e lf a triggered ability is labeled as a thwart-such
as "Hero Action (thwart)"-resolving that ability is

considered to thwart the specified scheme. Unless
specified by the ability's text, a hero does not exhaust
when using such an abiltty.

See also: ConsequentiaL Damage

.$"M 
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See: Keywords, Status Cards

YffiAIT5
Many cards have one oT more traits Jisted at the top of the
text box and printed in bold ltallcs.

* Traits have no inherent effects on the game. lnstead,
some card abilities reference cards that possess or
lack specific tra ts.

YffiEAC}"{TffiY
Treachery is an encounter card type that represent tactics,
tricks, disasters, and other immediate occurrences that
corfront players du- rg a scenario.

e lf a treachery card is revealed from the encounter
deck, the player revealing the card must resolve its
ef{ec t s.

w After resolving the effects of a treachery card (or the
ef{ects are canceled), place the card in the encounter
discard pile.

TffiIfiGTRE* EBELITY
A triggered ability is indicated by a bold timing trigger
followed by a colon and the rest of the ability text.

e A triggered ability on a pLayer card can only be
initiated if its effect could change the game on its
own. This potential is assessed without taking into
account the consequences of the cost payment or
future responses to the effect.

& Unless prefaced by the word "Forced," all action and
response abilities are optional.

w Forced abilities, when revealed abilities, and when
defeated abilities are triggered by the game at the
abil ty's app'opriate tim rg point.

* lf the bold timing tngger of an ability contains the
word "Hero" or "A1ter-Ego," the ability can only
be used if the player triggering the ability is in the
specified form.

* lf quotation marks are used around a timing trigger
and colon, the quoted text is not rtself a timing
trigger, but is instead referring to other abilities with
that trigger.

5ee also: Action, Forced, lnterrupt, Resource Ability,
Response, Simultaneous Resolution, Special, When
Defeated Abilities, When Revealed Abilities

YmE ** trR$ sS* {* r* ffi *3"$ *e.l
A triggering condition is a specific occurrence that takes
place in the game. On card abilities, the triggering
condition is the element of the ability that references
such an occurrence, indicating the timing point at which
the ability may be used. The description of an ability's
triggering conditlon usually follows the word "when" or
" after."

e lf a single game occurrence creates multiple
triggering conditions (such as a single attack causing
a character to both take damage and be defeated),
those triggering conditions are handled with a single
interrupt window and a single response window.
During each of these windows, abilities that refer
to any of the triggering conditions created by the
occurrence may be used in any order.

See also: lnterrupt, Response

u r* *Erfrrd m €*
See: Enemy Attacks

UNIQUffi
A card with a * icon before its title is unique.

e The players as a grouP are permitted to have only
one copy of each unique card (by title) in play.

* A player cannot include more than one copy of each
unique card (by title) in their deck. The identii,'card is

included in this evaluation.

in the Marvel setting, it is possible for multiple people to
bear the same title. (For example, more than one person can

bear the title of "Captain America," but there is only one
Steve Rogers.) Because of this, a comparison of alter-egos
and/or subtitles between two cards may create the following
exceptions to the unique rules stated above:

s lf two identities share the same title, but each has a

different alter-ego, they may coexist in play,

e lf two unique allies share the same title, but each
has a different subtitle, they may coexist in a player's
deck and in play.

* lf a hero and a unique ally share the same tit e, but
the alter-ego and the subtitle are different, they may
coexlst in deckbui ding and in play.

=t-: 
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&"$$:!ffi mADE
Upgrade is a player card type that represents powers,
attacks, equipment, and other assets that are (in most cases)
at an identity's immediate disposal.

* An upgrade is active so long as it is in play, and it
remains in play until a card ability causes it to leave
play

tF lMost upgrade cards enter play near a player's identity
card, and modify the player's hero or alter-ego (or
both).

@ Some upgrades enter play and "attach to" another
card. These upgrades modify the card they are
attached to, not the hero or alter-ego of the player
who played the upgrade.

See also: Attach To

r".$sffis

5ee: Keywords

\{fi L{-Ai N, WO Lfi-&fl ru DECK
Villain is an encounter card type that represents the primary
enemy the players are attempting to defeat in a scenario.

The villain is represented by a sequential deck of one or
more cards. The players defeat the villain by reducing the
hit points of each stage of the villain deck to zero.

* The villain activates once per player during step
two of the villain phase. lf the player resolving the
activation is in hero form, the viliain attacks. lf the
player resolving the activation is in alter-ego form,
the villain schemes.

See also: Enemy Attacks, Enemy Schemes, Villain Defeat

\dfl{-{-AIN ilf;Fffi&T'
lf the villain's hit point dial is reduced to zero, the players
have defeated that stage of the villain.

Remove the current stage of the villain deck from the game.
The next sequential stage of the villain deck is revealed. Set
the villain's hit point dial as indicated by that stage.

lf the final stage of the villain deck is defeated, the
players win the game.

* Excess damage that is dealt to defeat a villain stage
does not carry over to the new stage.

s Attachments, status cards, counters, and non-
damage tokens on a villain carry over to the new
sta ge.

VII.LAIru PHASE
The steps of the villain phase are:

X. Place the amount of threat indicated in the main
scheme's acceleration field onto that scheme. lf any
acceleration icons or tokens are active, additional threat
equal to the number of such icons and tokens is a so
placed at this time.

g. The viilain activates once per player. For each
activation, any minions engaged with that player
also activate.

3. Deal one encounter card to each player. Deal one
additional card for each hazard symbol on a card in
piay. These additional cards are deait in player order.

&," Players reveal their dealt encounter cards. The first
player reveals each of their encounter cards, one card
at a time, resolving each card based on its card type.
Each player repeats this process in player order, unti
no dea t encounter cards remain.

S. Pass the first player token to the next clockwise p ayer
and end the round.

See also: Activation, Deai, Reveal, Main Scheme

1A'hI EN MtrFfi ATED AM[ 8-ITIES
A when defeated ability is a type of triggered ability,
indicated by the bold "When Defeated" timing trigger.

When a villain stage, side scheme, main scheme stage, a ly,

or minion is defeated, all when defeated abilities on the
card resolve.

M'HEN ffitrVTALED A&ItIT!85
A when reveaied ability is a type of triggered ability,
indicated by the bold "When Revealed" timing trigger.

When a player reveals a card from the encounter deck, a

new scheme stage, or a new villain stage, all when revealed
abilities on the card resolve.

* lf an encounter card with a "When Revealed" ability
enters play during setup, resolve that ability during
setup step 10.

Ul'Ig-tr H€Sffi&JRCE
When a player generates a wild resouTce, they must specify
which resource type (energy, mental, or physical) it is being
used as.

* When resources are not being generated for a cost, a

wild resource does not have any characteristic other
than "wild resource." ln such contexts, wild resources
cannot be interpreted as any of the other resource
types.

VI'I N N I N[i TT"IE GARTIfi
lf the players defeat the final villain stage, they win the
game. lf the final stage of the main scheme deck is

completed, the villain wins the game.

:- .t::(" ift i,:;:: -c



PLAYER DECKS
The deck customization rules for player decks are:

* A player must choose exactly one identity card.

* A player's deck consists o{ a minimum of 40 cards
and a maximum of 50 cards. The identity card is not
counted as part of this number.

e A player's deck must include each of the hero cards

associated with their chosen identity card. The exact
quantity of each card included in that hero set must
be included in the deck.

* A player may choose exactly one aspect (Justice,

Aggression, Protection, or Leadership) to use for
customization. The remainder of their decl< is then
customized with cards that belong to that asPect and/
or basic cards.

m No more than three copies (by title) of each non-
unique card may be included in the deck.

& No more than one copy (bV title) of each unique card
may be included among the cards in the deck and the
identity card. lf two unique cards share the same title,
but their subtitles/alter-egos differ, they may coexist
in the deck.

* Any "deckbuilding requirements" on the player's
identity card must be {ollowed.

rrufi#UruTER NEEKS
Each scenario comes with a recommended list of card sets

that form the default encounter deck for that scenario. (For

the core set scenarios, these lists are on page 23 ofthe
Learn to Play.) This recommended list can be modified in a

few different ways:

s Expert mode is an option that can b,e used to
increase the difficulty of a scenario. Expert mode uses

a different combination of villain stages and adds the
expert encounter set to the encounter deck.

e lvlost scenarios (including all of the scenarios in the
core set) include a modular encounter set within their
recommended list. To customize a scenario for a

different experience, remove the modular encounter
set from the list, and add any other modular
encounter set as desired.

e lt is possrble to add multiple modular sets to a

scenarlo, but this wlll dilute the encounter deck if too
many are added.

w To add an additional element of uncertainty to a

scenario, the modular set may be chosen from a

group of facedown sets, and shuffled directly into the
encounter deck without looking at the cards.

To set up a game, perform the following steps in order:

t" Select Heroes, Each player selects one hero, placing
thei'alter-ego side face up.

3" Set Hit Points. Each player sets their hit point dial

equal to the starting hit points of their character, found
at the bottom of their identity card.

3, Select First Player. As a group, the players select a

first player and place the first player token in front of
that player.

ss, Set Aside Obligations. For each hero being played,

set aside their obligation card.

S, Set Aside Nemesis Sets. For each hero being played,

set aside their nemesis and the encounter cards of that
nemesis.

ffi" Shuffle Player Decks. Each player shuffles their player
deck.

?. Collect Tokens and Status Cards. Co lect a pool of
damage tokens, threat tokens, acceleration tokens, and

all-purpose counters within reach of each player. Place

stacks of stunned, confused, and tough status cards

near this pool.

S. Select Villain. Select a villain and put their villain deck
and main scheme deck into play near the center of the
play area.

*. Set the Villain's Hit Points. Set the villain's hit point
dial to the value indicated by the vil ain card.

?S. Resolve Scheme Setup. Resolve any "Setup"
instructions on side 1A of the main scheme card.
Resolve any "When Revealed" abilities on encounter
cards that entered play during setup.

'11" Shuffle Encounter Deck. Shuffle the obligation
cards set aside during setup step four into the villain's

encounter deck.

'$?. Draw Cards. Each player draws cards from their hero

deck untll they have cards egual in number to their
starting hand size, as lrsted near the bottom of their
identity card.

'&3, Resolve Mulligans. Each player may discard any

number of cards from hand, and then draw up to their
starting hand size. (Do not shu{fle these discarded
cards back into their decks at this time.)

'!d*, Resolve Character Setup Abilities. Resolve any

"Setup" instructions listed on identity cards in play.

The game is now ready to begin.

;::3::*Br::i.
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This section presents an anatomy of each card type. Player
cards are detailed first, followed by scenario cards.

Response: After Dare
deal 1 damage lqan enemy

UPGRADE

3.

1.

2.

5.

6.

PLAYER CAR

14.

16.

17.

to.

12.

ANATOMY KEY
Title. The name o{ this card.

Card Type, lndicates how this card behaves o,
may bc r-rscd in the ganre.

Traits. Flavorful attributes that may be
referencetl by card abillties.

Ability. I his card's specialized nreans ot
inleracring wrlh lhc garne.

Cost. The resource cost to play this card.

Hit Points. A value lhat represnnls lhis c,rrd s

durability.

Resources. The resources this carcJ generates
when it is discarded fronr hand.

Deckbuilding Classification. Indicatcs if this card
is exclusive to a hero, belongs to an aspect, or is a
bas;c card.

THW. How effecrive rhis character is at
opposing enemy schemes.

ATK. How cffect.ive this character is whcn .t

attacks.

DEF. How effective this clraracter is when it
dcicnds.

REC. How cflcrtivc this alte,.ego is at
rccovcring d.rrnage.

Consequential Damage. The arnoLrnt of darnage
this ally takcs after it is used for this power.

Hand Size. The nurnber of cards this card's
controller resets their hand to each round.

Collector lnformation. lndicates this card's
product of origin and card number within that
product.

Unigue lcon. lirdicates that tlre card is unigue.

Subtitle, lndicates an alternate identity an ally
mignt posses.. '

RULE5 REFERENCE



ID E N TITV
(ALTER-EGO)

SUPPORT

i ncrease your ally imit by '1. (

\ vod to control more than 3 alties.)1'S
.'Think they nade it tall
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Wnxnruon Foneven!

Hero Action: Reso ve the "Special"
abillty of each BtAc( PArvfllfR upgrad.,^

control ln any order. (Resolving
each ability is a step in this sequence.)

RESOURCE

TDENTTTY (HERO)

,v6il6rR.

5prier Serse lnterrupt: Wher tne
v ain i i;res ai attac< aqa nst yoL,
drau I card

0trv,U3.

Scientist - Resource Generate a

tr -esourc,-. (L nrir o.ce pe'rounC.)
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MIN ION

SIDE SCHEME

When RevealeEPlace an
additional 1l threat here.

RULES REFERENCE

scENARIO CARD

1. Title, The name of this card.

2. Card Type. lndicates lrorv this card behar.,es or
may be Lrsed ;n the game .

3, Traits. Flavori;l attributes rl-ar may be
:'efe'enced by carcj abir;'i es.

4. Ability. This card s sDe crar;zed means oi
. interacting with the garne.

5, Hit Points" A value that represenis this card's
duraDil ty.

5. SCH. How efiective this enemy is yrhen it schenres.

7. ATK, How ellective this enemy is when it attacks.

8. Boost lcons, lndicates how effectlve tlris card is

when it is <iiscarded as an attack [:oost or scherre
l-roost.

9. Starting Threat. The amount of threat piaced on
th.s sclremc whcn ,t cnters p Jy.

1O. Acceleration. The speed at v;hich this scheme
advances each round.

fI. Target Threat, The amount o{ threat required on
this scheme to advance to ihe next stage ci this
scherne dec.k.

tI. Stage Nlumbei: The stage of this viilarn or scheme
wirr':: the scenario.

13. Encounter Set Name. lndlcates which
enccunter sot this card belongs to,

14, Encounter Set lnformation. Indicates the
nL.imber of cards within an encounter set and this
card's place within that set.

15. Collector lnformation. lndicates this carci's
product of origin arnd card number withirr
lha'prod.,el

VILLAIN

:.!



ATTACHMENT TREACHERY

Attach to Rhino.

Forced lnterrupt: When any
amount of damage wou d
dealt to Rhino, place it herl
instead. Then, if there is at
5 damage here, discard Armored
Rhino Suit.

Each facedown Dt0ilt minion engaged
)vith a player has a base SCH of 1, a
base ATK of 1, and a base hit points
of 1.

Forced Response: After a facedown
oRoilt minion is defeated, p ace that
card in its owner's discard pi e.

Give to the Tony Stark player.

may flip to a terego form. Choose:

. Exhaust Tony Stark - remove
Business Problems from the game.

. Exhaust each upgrade you control.
Discard this obligation.

When Revealed: f Bomb Scare is in
assign X damage among heroes

allies, where X is the amount of
threat on Bomb Scare. lf Bomb Scare
is rot . p'ay, th,s card gairs su'ge.

ENVIRO N MENT

OBLIGATION
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